
 

Under Siege Investors Wait For The Cavalry to Arrive… 

‘Downside risks next year include a sharper than anticipated China slowdown, US protectionism and intensifying 

geopolitical tail risks as covered previously as well as the market structure fragilities I covered in the ‘Volatility 

Volcano…’ note in October. That backdrop implies that markets will be more volatile, asset dispersion will rise, and 

rather than riding QE-enhanced beta returns via passive trend following, active investors will be able to capture 

alpha from fundamental analysis of idiosyncratic risks and a good tactical allocation process.’ Weekly Insight, Dec 

18th 2017 

‘A key risk this year as highlighted previously is that China makes a policy error by underestimating US resolve to 

redress perceived imbalances in trade as well as downside growth risks, as what are seen as potentially 

destabilising finance sector innovations are systematically repressed. Beijing is entitled to feel a degree of hubris, 

having ruthlessly faced down foreign hedge funds in early 2016 to see FX reserves rebound. The point I made in 

the December EM outlook note was that China seems serious this time about cleaning up its financial system 

ahead of MSCI bond inclusion, a critical deleveraging mechanism; consensus faith in the ‘Beijing Put’ remains 

likely to be tested this year…’  Weekly Insight, Jan 22nd 2018 

“The last few years have become particularly difficult for active fund managers as market movements have become 

more volatile and asset prices increasingly correlated, and often dislocated from fundamental analysis. In previous 

periods, weakness created opportunities but as we survey the outlook for 2019, we are concerned that we don’t 

see those opportunities. Both the political and economic outlooks remain confused and without clear direction.” 

Hedge fund manager Philippe Jabre, announcing the closure of his fund last week 

• I’ve been reading a book on the Indian Wars and remarkably through much of the 19th century 

only 5,000 soldiers patrolled a million square miles inhabited by 200-300,000 Natives, so despite the 

myths perpetuated by Hollywood Westerns, the cavalry rarely arrived to save the day and many scalps 

were lost waiting. It’s been a ‘careful what you wish for’ year, as investors who a year ago claimed to 

need more volatility and monetary policy normalisation to perform have seen both and yet almost 

universally fallen short of benchmarks.  

• A good tactical process has proved easier said than done and that ‘Beijing Put’ I wrote about in January 

(just as Ray Dalio famously declared from Davos that anyone holding cash this year would ‘feel pretty 

stupid’) has become far more important to the global economy than the Fed equivalent and tested 

consensus faith repeatedly. The key risk off signal was that aggregated analyst bottom-up earnings 

growth estimates tracked lower from late Q1, especially in Europe and EM.  

• The fact that we’re ending the year with global funds piling into JGBs, utilities hugely outperforming 

cyclicals and many commentators claiming the Fed is done hiking says it all. The latest BoAML 

positioning survey confirmed the bearish signals from cyclical sector and index performance with 

biggest ever one-month rotation into bonds from equities. The inflection point this year came in late 

January, as EM euphoria (particularly evident in HK) peaked and the US short volatility carry trade I’d 

warned about imploded soon after as a sign of things to come.  

• It’s been a year when trading against the consensus (which was overwhelmingly long EM, cyclicals and 

tech/bearish dollar) paid off, although Jabre’s frustration with the noise level as an alibi for poor 

performance is echoed widely. I used the phrase ‘macro hypochondria’ back in early 2016 to 

describe the then deflation panic and that behavioural aspect of markets driving extreme positioning 

in both directions is again important to highlight – risk assets are beginning to overshoot versus macro 

fundamentals and the fire exit is looking more crowded than the bar.  
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• The view that an offshore dollar shortage plus a rising oil/rates environment against the backdrop of 

China crushing shadow credit growth would become a major problem for EM ended up being even 

more destructive than I expected. As covered after my visit in October, China’s low-mid income 

households have been hit not only by harder to access credit (such as P2P car loans), but double-digit 

housing rental and private education inflation, which targeted subsidies and tax credits will help offset 

from Q1.  

• The dollar took its time building momentum amid consensus bearishness, but a widening growth/yield 

divergence drove the rally from Q2, with the USD trading more as a safe haven in Q4 as consensus US 

growth, inflation and rate expectations softened. I’m not doing the ‘high probability’ list this time until 

after the holidays, but some of last year’s points are still in play, notably for oil. The Fed overtightening 

rather than being behind the curve is the new barstool economist narrative (I had an Uber driver lecture 

me about inverted yield curves last week as a reason to buy gold; a year ago he would have probably 

been pushing Ethereum.) 

 

Source: Entext, FactSet 

Reviewing December 2017 Note - ‘No Predictions, But Some High Probabilities…’  

• Higher volatility/bond yields as dollar shortage, ‘Fed behind the curve’ narratives develop - 

After being AWOL in 2017, volatility made a spectacular comeback from February onward, 

spreading across asset classes, while US yields marched relentlessly higher as the market priced 

in a higher terminal Fed funds rate until the growth panic of the past month 

• US fears over China’s geopolitical/tech ambitions see trade skirmishes if not war – The 

skirmishes have been endless, and the risk of outright economic confrontation is a key source of 

uncertainty through Q1 and has exacerbated the China slowdown this year 

• Flow matters more than stock of QE - spreads widen, BOJ/ECB follow Fed to exit by year-

end – corporate credit spreads certainly widened in the US and Europe, the ECB is ending its QE 

program next month, but the BOJ remains committed despite technical distortions in JGBs 

• Wage growth starts surprising to upside in US/Japan/Germany – broadly came true, notably 

in the US and Germany, the shift from casual to permanent employment disguising the upward 

pressure in Japan – key trend for 2019 
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• If Italy election benign, end of negative rates at short-end of Eurozone sovereigns by 

summer – well its wasn’t benign but the stock of negative yielding debt shrank regardless, and 

Italian bond yields have stabilised – if the pro-business La Lega dominates in next May’s European 

elections, Italy has a better chance of structural reform improving solvency dynamics than France 

• Cryptocurrency crash impacting wider tech sector euphoria, particularly chip sector – Nearly 

as crypto ‘currencies’ are down 90-99% and the ‘digital gold’ safe haven delusions have been 

shattered – took longer than expected to impact high-end chip sector, but now hitting GPU demand. 

• Mueller investigation quashed? – The Mueller investigation remains under threat from Trump’s 

new Attorney General, although it seems to have bipartisan protection in Congress - the Trump 

Organization (which in the memorable description of Garry Kasparov has ‘more Russian 

connections than Aeroflot’) seems likely to be drawn in over coming months but impeachment 

proceeding still look a long shot 

• Energy spike in H2 on supply disruption/ME geopolitical risks as supply cushion erodes – 

the spike came with $100/bl -year end IB chatter by early Q4, until Trump spoofed OPEC by 

demanding maximum production to offset an Iranian output loss which never came – crude will 

mean revert to test new cyclical highs by late 2019 

• 2015 style ‘hard landing’ fears re-emerge for China, as credit squeeze intensifies – the 

consensus shifted dramatically on China, with the escalating trade exacerbating the impact of 

shadow credit and FAI slowdown in H1. Fiscal loosening stimulus including SME and household 

tax breaks should see data trend improvement in H1 19 but secular downtrend sustained 

• Materials and tech turn volatile in H1, violent rotation likely to morph into a wider correction 

– tech selloff in Asia proved relentless from Q1 onward on smartphone downturn etc., US proved 

resilient until Q4 and the triggered that wider correction 

• Japan equities outpace Europe, both outperform US as DXY returns to late 90s by mid-year 

– the dollar index took a bit longer to reach that target Japan certainly did outpace Europe and held 

up well versus the US, but Europe proved a macro and earnings disappointment yet again 

 

• There have been several idiosyncratic and temporary factors hitting growth this year, from low 

river levels and new diesel emission standards in Germany to Japan’s floods and earthquake and most 

recently the French protests, but the underlying loss of momentum from Q1 onward has been broad ex 

US, where corporate tax cuts has a far more muted impact on fixed capex and repatriation flows than 

the consensus expected. The framework a year ago identified a deeper than expected China 

slowdown against the backdrop of a sustained USD rally as defining asset allocation factors – 

escalating trade tension exacerbated both trends, which I summarised in an AUDJPY (as a proxy for 

China growth momentum) versus US 5-yr/5-yr inflation chart.  

• That justified my short bet on industrial metals (which I closed too early coming into Q4) and 

deep cyclicals exposed to China investment. When Caterpillar's CFO warned in April that "the 

outlook assumes that Q1 adjusted profit per share will be the high watermark for the year" investors in 

global cyclicals should have paid more heed. Nowhere has the pain been felt more than in Germany, 

where industrials face not only slowing EM demand from Turkey to China but also the first signs that 

Chinese competitors are becoming a structural threat. The rush to belatedly develop a local EV battery 

sector over the next decade as diesel enters terminal decline as a technology is just the latest in a 

series of strategic missteps over the past decade. 

 



 

Source: Entext 

• We end the year with investors across almost every asset class and strategy feeling bruised and 

confused, but Italian 10-year yields back sub 3%, removing the ‘doom loop’ thesis of bank balance 

sheet contagion beloved of the macro community. China is showing good faith with its G20 dinner 

commitments on auto tariffs and soybean imports, while official discussion of the 2025 plan has become 

about as taboo as the politburo’s net worth. Nonetheless, even if a more sustained truce can be 

negotiated beyond Q1, a lot of damage has been done to mainland SME confidence. Despite the 

endless looming US recession chatter, the Atlanta Fed’s nowcast for Q4 GDP has been raised in 

recent weeks to 3% and there are tentative signs that housing is bottoming, supported by a 

Millennial household formation tailwind. Watch the sector’s relative performance closely into Q1 and 

associated assets like lumber… 

 

Source: Entext, FactSet, NBS 

• The outlook in Q1 19 will be distorted by the front-loading of US imports from China as retailers build 

up inventories, reflected in surging China-US shipping rates. Despite still resilient retail spending 

(although consumer confidence for the highest income US households is now rolling over on the 

equity/housing wealth effect), that will mean revert in coming months, so trade will likely be a net drag 

for Chinese growth and tailwind for US in Q1. That tariff impact is already evident in US exports - 

outbound container volume at LA and Long Beach ports fell 11.8% in November y/y, the first 
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decline after seven months of export growth. Things will get even more noisy on the macro data score, 

so best to focus on company outlook statements for a second derivative signal… 

 

Source: Entext, CFTC 

• It’s also more important than ever to spot the underlying structural trends for thematic 

opportunities – for instance, China November retail sales growth slowed by 50bps m/m to 8.1% but 

YTD online retail sales of physical goods rose by over 25%, accounting for over 18% of total retail sales 

of consumer goods, up 3.4 ppts from last year. That reflects a global shift online which is reaching a 

tipping point in countries like the UK, where offline retailers are facing a floorspace overhang tipping 

point early next year.  

• Another example is autos - while Chinese auto sales are likely to fall this year overall, EV/PHEV 

sales reached 6.5% of the total in November, and Shenzhen is the first of many more cities to have 

electrified its entire public bus fleet. With the EU having this week adopted an ambitious target of a 

37.5% CO2 reduction from cars by 2030 which can only be met by the electric share going from 

the current 1.5% to double digits within a decade - my bullish stance on the EV supply chain from 

lithium to battery makers stands. 

 

Source: Entext, FactSet 
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• Historical data mining is of limited use in calculating recession risks; the business cycle today 

is fundamentally different in a ‘servers over structures’ dematerializing economy – the capex 

overbuild and inventory build-ups of the past which had to be worked off in the down cycle are far less 

of a risk, in a world of just-in-time inventories and soon fully automated AI led supply chain management. 

Psychologically, global CFOs bear the scars of 2008 as much as investors and animal spirits have 

remained contained.  There are certainly product cycle shifts which can propagate through cyclical 

sectors, such as the slowdown in global smartphone replacement cycle that I’ve highlighted since Q4 

17 and been short of related exposure.  

• There are also pockets of credit excess which have artificially boosted some areas of durables demand, 

such as P2P lending and subprime consumer loans boosting low income auto sales in China and the 

US. However, overall, we have a system which is operating much more effective feedback loops 

than a decade ago, whether in closing EM deficits via a brutal FX adjustment (e.g. Turkey) or correcting 

asset price excesses (from San Francisco and London housing to the spectacular bubble in 

cryptocurrencies).   

 

Source: Entext, FactSet 

• While those are all reason to be sanguine, coping with a business cycle downturn, high levels of 

leverage in a rising rate environment and accelerating technological change driving terminal 

valuation tail risk is a huge challenge which began to come into focus this year, notably in autos 

where current overcapacity versus a profitable 75% plus utilisation rates is 25-30% and probably 50% 

by the mid-2020s depending on how aggressively you model the Millennial shift to rise sharing and 

transportation as a service. Korea’s $3bn emergency package to support its struggling car industry 

sounds substantial but the costs of staying competitive in electric, autonomous and ride sharing is 

probably $5-8bn incrementally per OEM and prohibitive outside the top 6-8 global brands and Hyundai 

isn’t going to be one of them.  

• A similar ‘creative destruction’ shock is looming in retail real estate (the failed Intu bid in the UK 

on highly questionable NAV assumptions is a warning, as is the spate of retail profit warnings 

since) but medium term across commercial real estate more broadly, as what I’ve described as 

‘warehouses of human inventory’ in the form of white-collar office tower start to see process automation 

slash mid-back office headcount. As investors navigate a minefield of profit warnings, which in Europe 

have ranged from BASF impacted by the global auto slowdown to online retailer ASOS on weak 
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UK/French consumer confidence (although I suspect from anecdotal evidence that teenagers 

becoming more interested in intangible Fortnite ‘skins’ as presents rather than tangible 

sweatshirts is also likely a factor – consumption is virtualising rapidly at the margin).  

• Japan, which remains structurally attractive on the scale of excess cash holdings driving sustained 

buybacks over the next few years at 1% plus of free float, is being embroiled in yet more governance 

and accounting fraud scandals – the culture of endemic corporate secrecy and fanatical employee 

loyalty is taking time to shift. The latest is Hoshizaki Electric, an unglamorous but remarkably profitable 

manufacturer of those noisy commercial ice dispensers US hotels seem to put in every corridor (the 

sort of engineering niche the country excels at) which has soared over the past decade, but now faces 

potential delisting as its auditors refuse to sign off on the accounts. There will be many more of these 

events, but the rising margin/ROE/cashflow yield trend remains a powerful support and Japan’s share 

of the MSCI looks too low at 8% and its global IP niches look more defensible than say 

Germany’s, as China moves relentlessly up the value chain.  

• The old adage about French tanks having five reverse gears and only one forward when faced with 

incoming fire also applies to the country’s politicians – a 3.4% government deficit in 2019 justifies 

widening spreads over Bunds and makes Italy look like a paragon of fiscal virtue. The social media 

led protests are a foretaste of what is to come when low skill/pay jobs disappear as sectors like 

warehouse fulfilment increasingly automate over the next 3-5 years. With universal basic income 

unaffordable (and socially destructive) when corporate tax domicile is so mobile and added value 

intangible, the early 19th century Luddites smashing factory textile machinery that threatened their craft 

livelihoods will find a modern iteration.  

• Meanwhile, the British political elite has developed no coherent plan since for a manageable divorce 

from the EU or to restructure the economy to adapt. With the scale of the potential chaos in Q2 now 

becoming clear to the public on a chaotic exit, and PM May having faced down her lunatic fringe and 

running down the clock on any alternative path, some tweaked version of her proposal being 

accepted in a free cross-party vote and/or a delay to Article 50 seems inevitable. Failing either, a 

new referendum offering voters the unpalatable choices becomes the only option to break the 

impasse… 

• One important trend this year likely to be a feature next was the massive data hacks at companies like 

Cathay and Marriott which grabbed headlines. Equity and credit investors need to take 

cybersecurity business risks among portfolio companies very seriously now that Zurich has 

refused to pay a $100m claim by consumer giant Mondelez for a 2017 attack because it was a 

‘hostile or warlike action by a government or sovereign power’, thus invalidating the policy.  

• They are now embroiled in litigation, but other insurers will follow suit, because most of these massive 

attacks on Western multinationals are indeed directed by state sanctioned entities, usually 

Chinese or Russian. We are moving ever closer to a cyber ‘hot war’ scenario and personal data privacy 

will as covered previously become a booming IT niche, and a useful application for blockchain via self-

sovereign identity systems. One of the thematic global equity baskets which remains attractive on a 

secular basis is that exposed to corporate IT security, but so too are ecommerce/services automation, 

auto electrification (stocks like Samsung SDI performed remarkably well), autonomous driving 

sensors/software, esports and the 5G rollout (via optical chips etc.). I’ll return to many of those in the 

New Year… 

 

EM Positive Carry and Normalizing FX Volatility Should See Yield Tourism Return 

• I wrote a note on Turkey in mid-August, arguing that the TRY and local currency bonds had become 

the cheapest EM assets on a long-term view, if the central bank was unleashed to implement an 

orthodox policy response. It was and we saw a huge rally in both, which sparked a wider EM FX rally 

by late September – inflation and rates are peaking, the current account has been forcibly slammed 



shut and crucially contagion into the Eurozone banking system has been avoided. With EM central 

banks having proved more aggressive than expected in recent months, the positive carry across EM 

FX is looking attractive if current market expectations for the Fed path are valid.  

 

Source: Entext, IIF 

• Where do the USD and Treasuries go? Well, they are unlikely to move in tandem – with a trillion-dollar 

2019 FY deficit to fund and the Fed balance sheet shrinking by a further $600bn within a year, foreign 

buyers will need to return after being absent in recent months. We’ve seen a major shift in the 

composition of inflows over the past 18-24mths, with private sector Japanese and European buyers 

becoming more important than EM reserve accumulation flows. Those are largely hedged buyers, and 

in both euros and yen swap yields turned negative this summer – Japanese retail investors have been 

buying Eurozone debt in preference to US as a result.  

 

Source: Entext, BOJ – net portfolio flows into foreign sovereign bonds 

 

• Repositioning by underweight domestic investors, peaking implied inflation expectations on the oil slide 

and the wider risk off mood have offset the impact but the 10-yr has no business being sub 3% for 

long, unless you believe the US risks stall speed by H2 19 rather than simply losing altitude toward 

trend growth either side of 2%. Net savings in the US don’t even cover depreciation and simply can’t 

fund deficits on this scale (which was the rationale for consensus bearishness a year ago, but other 

factors overwhelmed) so to make capital inflows attractive again implies a significantly weaker USD (4-

5% lower) or if the dollar stays bid yields closer to 3.5%.  
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Source: IFO, BOJ, FED 

• The Fed is now back to ‘data dependent’ mode but the existential angst among the PhDs seeking the 

neutral rate like some mythical monetary g-spot will continue. I’ve highlighted the risks to capex nest 

year from housing to tech led industrial restructuring (GM etc.) and a negative ‘shale shock’ – as much 

as capex data, the chart below on labour market lead indicators bears close watching…the loss of 

confidence among asset management CIOs extends to CFOs.  

 

Source: Entext, BLS, BEA 

 

• In the latest Duke University/CFO Magazine quarterly survey, half of surveyed executives feared a 

US recession by end 2019 and yet almost the same proportion cited hiring enough quality staff 

as their top concern. It is pretty typical of wider cognitive dissonance around the 12-18mth 

inflation/growth distribution. Low-mid income US households remain in good shape, with a tailwind from 

easing FICO score standards as covered previously next year – while capex downside is a risk, a lower 
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Fed terminal rate as covered in the last note and better visibility on trade should offer upside. The low 

amplitude, never quite firing on all cyclical cylinders US recovery can putter along for a while longer into 

the record books… 

 

 

China Fiscal Plus Monetary Impulse Bottoming Into 2019 

“China’s rapid growth over the past 40 years has come from marketisation, entrepreneurship and technological 

[learning] from the west rather than the so-called ‘China model. Emphasising a China model will lead to 

strengthened state-owned enterprises, expanded government power and reliance on industrial policies, reversing 

the reform process. The economy will eventually descend into stagnation…”  Zhang Weiying, economics professor 

at Peking University in a (since suppressed) speech in October. 

• I can recall being on a panel at the HK Club in 2010 with mainland academics and local business 

leaders debating whether 10% growth was sustainable for China (they all assumed it was) – what level 

would be the subject of a similar debate now? The glidepath to lower trend growth has been 

relentless over the past few years and should have been predictable, on base effects alone, but 

clearly the rate of descent has accelerated in recent months. It’s ominous that China has 

centralized control of economic data, suppressing  series such as such as regional PMIs, as reported 

in the SCMP. While Beijing has been busy intervening (with US encouragement) to boost the currency, 

on a long-term basis the RMB still looks significantly overvalued.  

• If the capital account was fully opened tomorrow capital flight by wealthy households seeking to diversify 

their portfolios and avoid tax (the recent rush to open offshore trusts via HK and Singapore private 

banks worth noting) would see the RMB would probably slump 30-40% within a couple of years. Hence 

the importance of benchmarking domestic bonds in global indices and attracting offsetting foreign 

portfolio inflows – otherwise, significant capital account liberalisation looks impossible.  

 

Source: NBS 

• The Chinese current account surplus has been more than halved in recent years and the country may 

well start running a current account deficit on a regular basis in the next few years.  Domestic 

consumption now accounts for around 80% of growth, more than most high-income countries so 

focusing stimulus on consumers makes sense versus a decade ago. China’s key economic 

faultline is excess savings i.e. the economy is structurally short of demand and needs the 

government/corporate sector to leverage aggressively and/or to expand its external surplus to 

achieve equilibrium – as the latter isn’t feasible in this environment, leverage it has to be.  
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Source: Entext, BIS 

• Growth in outstanding credit slowed to a record low of 10.4% in November, down from 11.1% in October 

although fixed-asset investment growth hit a five-month high. FAI growth YTD of 5.9% remained well 

below 2017’s full-year pace of 7.2%. While property sales are still weak, new housing starts and 

property investment both accelerated, helped by a supportive inventory balance as well as Beijing’s 

push for more rental units as opposed to concrete deposit boxes. 

• Falling CPI and PPI matters for important reasons in that Chinese analysts are talking about potential 

deflation in 2019 absent further stimulus; the mainland steel industry association announced it 

expected demand to fall 2% in 2019. If negotiations fail, the 15% additional tariff on Chinese exports 

if applied after March 1st would cut China’s export growth by almost half in 2019 and lop 80-100 bps 

from GDP growth. That can be managed, although the tail risk of a US led semiconductor embargo 

would be significantly more destructive as covered in previous notes. Ultimately, the US confrontation 

is accelerating stalled reforms such as longer-term rural land leasing title to allow land to be used as 

collateral.  

 

Source: Entext, NBS 

• Nominal growth matters i.e. pushing producer inflation higher since 2017 has been the driver in 

containing SOE debt servicing risks. Given commodity and money supply trends, PPI looks 
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headed well under 3% in Q1 which matters as much as headline GDP growth. The Chinese financial 

media are reporting that PPP regulations are going to be released within weeks to help fund 

infrastructure investment (something the US should be doing, with a likely far higher IRR) and draw in 

foreign investors. 

• The external surplus still stands at about 2% of GDP, adjusting for the IMF’s estimate of distortions in 

the tourism deficit (which is overstated by 50-100bps of GDP – i.e. this is disguised capital flight 

masquerading as foreign shopping trips). While the focus of investors and analysts is on credit growth 

and aggregate debt levels at  300% of GDP,  that’s merely a symptom. I’ve always maintained that 

China’s economic faultline is excess savings which mean the economy is structurally short of demand 

and requires the government/corporate sector to leverage aggressively or expand its external surplus 

(no longer feasible) to achievea stable  equilibrium. The combined monetary and fiscal ‘impulse’ is 

reaccelerating and a fiscal deficit 1-1.5 ppts higher than this year i.e. 3.5-4% of GDP is not 

unthinkable by end 2019. 

• The Xi campaigh to recentralize economic decision making and indiscriminately squash financial sector 

innovation is no longer sustainable, regardless of this week’s defiant speech, as the Peking professor 

rightly pointed out. Ultimately, by facing down its premature technology and geopolitical challenge, 

Trump with his chest thumping threats has inadvertently saved China from dangerously hubristic policy 

errors which would have made the 2019 outlook truly bearish.  

 

 

 

  



  

Equity Indices/Sectors Trading Metric/Instrument Initiation Closure Performanc

Closed Positions (Sorted by Latest)

Short DJ Internet First Trust Dow Jones Internet Index Fund 09/01/2018 21/11/2018 -1.1%

Long Copper Generic 1st 'HG' Future 16/08/2018 21/09/2018 9.9%

Long USD DXY index 19/02/2018 16/08/2018 8.6%

Long Energy Sector Energy Select Sector SPDR Fund 05/04/2018 30/4/2018 10.4%

Short Hong Kong Property Hang Seng Properties Index 19/01/2018 09/02/2018 9.8%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 17/10/2017 05/02/2018 262.0%

Long TIPS iShares TIPS Bond ETF 04/04/2016 05/02/2018 -1.8%

Long Lat. Am vs EM Asia EEMA vs ILF ETFs 17/11/2017 02/02/2018 10.1%

Long Global Value vs Momentum MSCI AC Mining + AC Energy vs Global Tech 08/06/2017 04/01/2018 9.5%

Long USDMXN Bloomberg USDMXN 03/07/2017 17/10/2017 4.2%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 16/05/2017 08/01/2017 29.3%

Long China Insurer Basket Equal Weighted Stock Basket 10/07/2014 18/07/2017 53.6%

Long EM Asia vs Lat. Am EEMA vs ILF ETFs 16/05/2016 09/06/2017 13.5%

Long EM LC Debt iShares CS EM LC Bond UCITS 15/11/2016 17/05/2017 10.6%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 16/12/2016 13/04/2017 27.0%

Long US Housing iShares ITB US Housing and Construction 01/06/2012 30/03/2017 126.9%

Short FTSE 350 Mining Index FTSE 350 Mining Index 13/02/2017 27/03/2017 11.3%

Short USDJPY June 17 Forward Contract 16/12/2016 27/03/2017 6.2%

Long Oil Brent Forward Contract 07/10/2015 02/06/2017 6.4%

Long Japan Exporters STOXX Japan Exporters UCITS ETF JPXA 12/04/2016 31/01/2017 23.7%

Short JPY/CNY Bloomberg JPYCNY 06/07/2016 15/12/2016 11.3%

Short CNY/USD Bloomberg CNYUSD Index 15/12/2014 16/11/2016 10.1%

Long Eurostoxx Banks SX7E 06/07/2016 15/11/2016 38.5%

Long Electric Vehicle Stock Basket 6 07/05/2015 18/10/2016 22.8%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 15/08/2016 18/10/2016 35.1%

Long EM vs DM iShares EEM versus MSCI World ETF URTH 15/12/2015 12/10/2016 14.2%

Long Japan REITs TSEREIT - TSE REIT Index 21/09/2015 23/08/2016 12.3%

Long EM LC Debt CS EM Index GBLGUCIT 15/12/2015 23/08/2016 14.2%

Long US High Yield Bloomberg USD High Yield Corporate Bond Index 15/12/2015 19/07/2016 13.0%

Short US Biotechnology iShares Biotech Nasdaq 24/07/2015 07/07/2016 30.0%

Long US VIX Volatility Index CBOE VIX 04/04/2016 27/06/2016 68.9%

Long JPY/USD Bloomberg JPYUSD 24/07/2015 27/06/2016 20.1%

Short GBP/USD Bloomberg GBPUSD Index 12/05/2014 27/06/2016 21.7%

Long Indonesia iShares MSCI Indonesia 21/09/2015 04/04/2016 28.0%

Long Malaysia/MYR iShares MSCI Malaysia 29/01/2016 04/04/2016 8.8%

Short Iron Ore China Iron Ore 62% FE spot (CFR Tianjin port), USD per MT27/03/2013 15/12/2015 71.7%

Long DXY Dollar Index Bloomberg Dollar Index 17/10/2013 15/12/2015 24.0%

Short AUD/USD Bloomberg AUDUSD Index 02/07/2014 15/12/2015 23.0%

Short Gold XAUUSD Forward Contract 30/04/2013 07/10/2015 21.0%

Long Macau Casinos 4 vs Short China Brokerages 5Stock Basket 4/5 30/04/2015 21/09/2015 28.7%

Long Japan/Short JPY Long DXJ Japan FX Hedged ETF 09/11/2013 24/07/2015 37.0%

Short Oil Brent Forward Contract 24/07/2013 22/04/2015 39.0%

Open Positions (Sorted by Latest)

Long Brent Crude Oil March 19 Future 29/11/2018 Open 1.8%

Short India vs Germany Short BSE Sensex vs DAX 07/08/2017 Open -24.5%

Long Global Oil E&P iShares SPOG ETF 31/03/2017 Open -13.7%

Long Electric Vehicle Stock Basket 7 18/10/2016 Open 59.3%

Long Autonomous Vehicle Stock Basket 8 18/10/2016 Open -10.8%

Long Sensors / MEMs (Embedded Intelligence) Stock Basket 1 05/12/2013 Open 166.0%

Long Industrial Automation/Machine to Machine Stock Basket 2 05/12/2013 Open 47.9%

Key Tactical and Strategic Asset Trades and Current Positioning



Summary Asset Views 

 

 
Investment View Vs. Benchmark 

MSCI Weight/SAA Benchmark

(6-12mths +)

Equities

US Bearish/Neutral

PER premium to Japan/Europe helped by weak USD boost to relative

earnings momentum and  tax changes fuelling resurgent buybacks - but latest 

cycle market, margin squeezing wage cycle/rate upside risk growing

Europe Bullish

Euro peaked at 1.20 but remains a drag on exporter earnings, o/w energy,

financials - PMI/credit momentum sustained into Q4 - €/$ falling sub 1.15 in

Q1 to restore DAX/CAC momentum?

UK Neutral

Energy/materials weighting supports- 'Long goodbye' Brexit scenario retaining

single market access as favoured by BOE best outcome, aggressive rate

hiking cycle unlikely - early election risk growing

Japan Bullish

Significant breakout post-election - ROE/buyback uptrend intact and profits at

record over 16% of GDP - o/w deep cyclicals, exporters, global niche dominant

tech exposure to AI/VR/automation themes  - banks a JGB hedge

Asia Pacific Bullish

China/HK earnings momentum still best in GEM but likely to peak into Q1 on

China credit slowdown impacting cyclicals, ASEAN/Indian earnings cycle

turning - more traditional consumer focuslikely to perform in 2018 - tech

exposure focused on niche themes like AV/value

GEM Equities Neutral

O/w in place since early 2016 now neutral given bullish consensus

positioning, less benign USD/yield backdrop pending - value tilt toward

laggard consumer markets - energy exposure remains v. attractive 

Fixed Income

Government Bearish

10-yr has reversed from 2% on improving data, tax cut prospects and

beginning of QE rundown - 2.4-2.5% fair value on current Fed rate outlook,

break higher on tax led repatriation flows? Big question for 2018 is whether

JGBs/Bund yields break out to upside - wage inflation/oil will be key

Investment Grade Neutral

Record IG issuance but liquidity risks becoming key; spreads unlikely to

tighten further as late cycle, US HY spreads to widen vs IG, Eurozone HY sub

US Treasuty an anomaly

High Yield Bearish
US credit quality metrics deteriorating, Eurozone HY spreads vulnerable to

ECB 'tapering' surprise in 2018, could widen to 400-450bps within 12mths 

EM debt Bearish

Very crowded and some ridiculous terms being offered to low quality

sovereigns e.g. Argentina - risk of reallocation outflows growing as minimal

global fixed income diversficiation benefit

Commodities

Energy Bullish

Market has reached broad balance, inventories declining rapidly; ME instability

upside tail risk - $60-70/bl 2017 end year target retained for H1, spike toward

$90 into early 2019 plausible as supply cushion shrinks

Industrial Metals Bearish
Upside in metals with low inventories/niche plays in EVs like cobalt, zinc -

downside China growth risks in copper, iron ore etc.

Precious Metals Neutral

Real yield headwind remains, wiider commodity rally support but needs

geopolitical tail risks surge/crypto implosion to break out of range   - palladium 

now overshooting on catalyst demand, platinum substitution looms?

FX

USD Bullish
Contrarian bear coming into 2017 but turned bullish into Q3 - macro surprise

index/tax cut repatriation flows support in H1, despite retest of DXY lows

GBP Bearish
Soft Brexit hopes support, but extended above $1.35 - still rangebound with a

$1.25 or so floor on relatively weak macro data

JPY Neutral
Fair value on real yield, PPP basis about 110 versus USD, rate differentials

key as safe haven flows ebb - equities decoupling from JPY

Europe Neutral/Bearish

Euro bull since 2015 - current account surplus now peaking,  yield differentials 

stretched and has become a momentum trade, 1.12-1.15 vs USD feasible by

late Q1 on Italian election volatility  

GEM Neutral/Bearish
Credit growth and trade still improving, carry inmflows supporting - USD

rebound stalled but could build momentum - watch MXN for wider EMFX  lead

  Rationale
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